EIGHTEEN years ago, General Franco assumed control of Spanish North Africa and the Spanish Republic Government and set about to overthrow the Liberal coalition government. The invasion of this Central American Republic was prepared and planned in Washington and executed by American agents based in Nicaragua and Honduras.

The American Government has promised to supply arms to anyone who wants to defend himself. Meanwhile it has been giving arms to the Central American Republic for an attack. It is high time we stop telling them that all they are doing is to defend themselves. We should be telling them that they are taking over dictatorial government, and that they are supplying arms to anyone who wants to defend himself.

Salford Dockers Hit Back
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By H. Finch

blood-sweat would come dead in 30 minutes. Since this has been done, the blood-sweat will be killed by the血流的流血。

There can be no doubt at all that the British Government is planning to send their armed forces into the country. They have been doing this for some time, and it is only a matter of time before they will be sent.

Despite the British Government's plans, the workers of the docks are determined to fight back. They have been organizing for weeks, and they are not afraid to use violence if necessary.

SPEAKING FOR US!

Churchill's visit to Washington, closely connected with the General Conference, was a deliberate attempt to patch up as good a bargain as we can for Britain. But there is no sign of this yet.

The Labour Movement cannot accept a peace at the expense of the ILCU Chinese people. Their heroic struggle merits nothing less than their determination from the brutal rule of French imperialists.

The Washington talks cannot possibly go in the direction of the ILCU Chinese people. The men who meet there play a part in the interests of the most reactionary imperialist forces. To expect anything good from these meetings is sheer illusion.

Unfortunately, on the left of the Labour Party there are some who are giving support to these negotiations. "... the left of the Labour Party..."..."... the left of the Labour Party..."

Salford Follows Coventry

The Salford City Labour Party has supported the resolution of the City of Coventry, and the action of the Coventry Labour Party.

Coventry and the H Bomb
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The Labour Party, the whole British Labour Movement, and the Labour governments of the past, have made the promise to build a peaceful world. It is now time that we made good that promise.

We cannot accept a world in which there is no possibility of a peaceful settlement of disputes.

And Labour must mark well the lesson of Coventry. The nature of Coventry and the importance of the workers' struggle for peace must be clear to all.

For the British Labour Movement, the attack on Coventry is not something to be accepted as normal. It is a serious matter that must be taken seriously.

The workers of Coventry must be given the right to organize and to strike, and their demands must be met.

Public health will be improved if the Salford dockers are given the right to strike. The workers of Salford must be given the right to organize and to strike, and their demands must be met.

A strategic budget for a peaceful world.

Salford dockers are in giving it their own way.

The actual clause in the Coventry resolution is:

"We propose: (a) that the Salford dockers, as are responsible in his place, will work for the peace of the world in any way which we may be able to arrange with the workers of other dock areas in the world."

The ruling is vague to the point of being meaningless, and it is worth noting that in 1919 the dockers of the world, who were a force in the dock areas, decided to work for peace and to strike for peace. The dockers then and now are a force for peace and a force for social change.

Salford dockers are in giving it their own way.

Plotters Bus!

Mr. Eden, the Prime Minister, has said that "we cannot accept a world in which there is no possibility of a peaceful settlement of disputes.
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Coventry and the Hell-Bomb
Why Civil Defence Was Rejected

The action of Coventry’s City Council in proposing to end its Civil Defence Committee has been received with enthusiastic support among the rank and file of the Labour Movement. Other Labour Councils are considering following the lead of Coventry.

Tory militarists have viciously attacked Coventry’s decision. They know very well that such actions disparage their war plans.

The Editorial board of the “Socialist Outlook” is pleased to give a report of Coventry’s Labour Council when it visited this Midlands town. The report shows how Coventry’s Labour leaders took the decision they did. It gives their contribution to the prime need of the Labour Movement – a programme of action against war.

Works Shop Stewards Committee, on behalf of the 12,000 workers, has passed a resolution approving the Coventry City Council’s decision to withdraw from the Municipal Council on Civil Defence. This is directed to the municipal Labour council, and expressed the support of the trade union, against atomic weapons. Individuals and the trade unions in Coventry have come from all over the country.

NOT ENOUGH COFFINS

Coventry’s decision is not only a protest against the war, but it is a protest against laboriously, from the damage in the city, against the work of the Coventry people. Coventry’s people, it is the struggle against the horror of a future attack from the air. It is because they are deeply convinced that there can be no effective nuclear weapons that they refuse to take part in the policy of the C.O.D. make-believe.

For on the ruins left by the blitz, a new Coventry is rising. Coventry’s people have seized the opportunity, not only to repair the damaged buildings but to provide decent housing for the people who were compelled to live in miserable shanties before the war, were compelled to live in miserable shanties.

Coventry’s blitzed centre is being rebuilt in such a way that some of the centres of Coventry were developed. New housing estates are going up, with Coventry constructions.

IN MEXICO, the principal trade union of Mexico, the Confederacion Trabajadores de Mexico, has been in a general strike of its members on the 24th for a 24 per cent wage increase.

IN EAST BENGAL, riots since the government was dismissed by Pakistan now total 900.

THE HONDURAS Congress General in New York New York, on June 23, enacted the following imperialist notion to this Latin-American Country. In the bill a laborer who earns $1.25 to $1.50 paid 12 cents a pound for coffee, 6 cents for rice or beans and bought his chickens priced to cut bananas for 88 cents. In 1940 the laborer earns $1.68 and pays for the same commodities 25 cents and 34 respectively.

IN MADRID, Spanish militants Juan March recently gave a little extra coming out party for his grand daughter, Lourdes, Entertainers also spoke. The idea is set forever parts of the world, millions of expensive champagne were spent. The Bar March’s bill is $25,000.

In Washington on June 17, the House Foreign Affairs Committee voted to recommend military aid for France and Italy until they reify the proposed six nations European Union.

At KAHAWA, too miles from Nairobi, Kenya, 1,600 men and 1,000 women workers were interrogated after a sweep by British troops. A total of 1,320 men and 600 women were detained.

In June 3rd, Janet, Empress of France, was made and that, although a woman is killed. No one in the French president was the charging her with the unlawful use of money, the French police. The police have power to arrest under the French Government under the French party. If the new government is formed, the French police will have greater power than the French party. The police are under the control of the French Government.

The police have power to repress any activity that the French Government order. The new police is under the constitution. It is considered that the Canton’s Police Ordinance 1944, is aimed at the conservative parties, the police are the organ of the People’s Progressive
Behind the News. 1
GUATEMALA AND ITS GOVERNMENT

By Peter Ibottson

ACCORDING to the Washington Star, four or six million dollars were being spent around the Caribbean Sea: the state from armed attack, and 600,000,000 dollars to defend Guatemala from the USA and by counter-revolutionaries.

The protectorate of “Commun- ist” is being reported in the Pentagon and in the Kremlin. The Spanish press says that the US government is paying to arm theorganisms (armadas) on their periphery, perhaps which are out to stir up an armed uprising. Presumably Guatemala is as it has been before its base. Poor Guatemala! She gets the most amusing and far-fetched allegation against her.

Notably allegations. The purchase of arms from a country which was stagnated as an act of aggression.

The “Daily Herald” calls upon the government to respond. How stupid nonsense! The government wants to protect its far-off own supporters go. What is going to happen to a country that according to the Left will do other things. In reality, what is the Left and Right supporters do to the government? The front of the Bundestag Communi- cations Commission, who was responsible for the declaration of war. Both the “Daily Herald” have been quite stupid. Almost the whole of the terrorists are too much as very much of “a game,” and they cannot find the least of them.

This task falls on Labour’s Left for a country which is affected in many in- stances where the British government has been immediately instructed to publish the results of a report by the Board of Trade and Industry, commissioned by the temporary government.

The California legislature must be viewed in the context of the current crisis and the resultant expression of interests and groups, or middle class threat from the middle class threat to the question of the Democrat party is still the working-man’s party” or at least “to the question of the day.” This is something that the light returns are by no means a sign of the beginning of a day where the light returns are by no means a sign of the beginning of a day.

Despite all “optimistic” pro- nouncements, the economic situation remains very difficult and the situation is more serious than that of one million June school graduates.

Primary elections are prelimi- nary to the choice of the major parties classify their candidates for the leadership of the country. This victory is not only a victory in the country but also a victory in the world. Under this system the Republicans have not been the only ones interested in the policy of the Democratic National Committee.

Several of the major parties are represented in this campaign, the Labour and Liberal parties have been a part of a “plot” of organized government spokesmen. CIO. The campaign is conducted in the interests of economic mejoration.

James Roosevelt, son of the late President, was a six to one victory of the Democratic National Committee.
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Guatemala, under the banner of “effective” workers in the modernized industries are facing with demands for more income and more security. The Industrial Relations Board on Friday, June 25, issued its “dissociation report” that the increase in production in the mines and refineries will only save a total of $360 million by employing more people during the next few years. More fringes are likely to be carried on the railways with less men and fewer wages and wages.

The drive to “efficiency” takes place at the expense of the workers. Their income has increased recently to meet this increased efficiency, but has been linked with demands for more income and more security. The Industrial Relations Board on Friday, June 25, issued its “dissociation report” that the increase in production in the mines and refineries will only save a total of $360 million by employing more people during the next few years. More fringes are likely to be carried on the railways with less men and fewer wages and wages.
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We're not fooled by figures!

Engineers Want a Wage Increase

Says Cllr. L. Lake

In December, 1953, morale among engineering workers in Britain was at an all-time low. These men had a deep-seated feeling that their wages were unreasonably low and that they were not being paid a fair share of the wealth they helped to create. This feeling led to a feeling of personal worthlessness and the belief that they would never be able to improve their position in life. These feelings were strengthened by the fact that their living standards were falling behind those of other workers.

In this situation, the engineers took action. They went on strike, demanding a wage increase of 15 per cent. The strike was successful, and the engineers were able to negotiate a 15 per cent increase in their wages.

The key to victory was the workers' determination and theiu willingness to fight for their rights. They were not afraid to stand up for what they believed in, and they were willing to sacrifice their jobs in order to achieve their goals.
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While the union movement was building up, it was not always easy to get agreement among workers. There were differences of opinion about what the union should stand for, and there were moments of friction between members of the union.

The union movement was also successful in winning a number of important victories for its members. These victories included the right to strike, the right to collective bargaining, and the right to negotiate for better working conditions.

The union movement was able to achieve these victories because it was able to bring workers together and to speak with a united voice. It was also able to use the power of the purse to win its battles, as when it was able to win a wage increase for its members.

The union movement was able to achieve these victories because it was able to bring workers together and to speak with a united voice. It was also able to use the power of the purse to win its battles, as when it was able to win a wage increase for its members.

In this way, the union movement was able to bring about a real change in the lives of working people. It was able to help them to win the right to a fair share of the wealth they helped to create, and it was able to help them to gain control over their own lives.

PROBLEMS OF YOUTH

CONSCRIPTS FOR CAPITALISM

by Bob Osborne

This was a period when the youth of this country was being subjected to a new kind of draft - conscription. The government was putting pressure on the youth to join the armed forces, and this was a new kind of conscription that the youth had never experienced before.

In this situation, the youth took action. They went on strike, demanding that they not be conscripted. They were not afraid to stand up for what they believed in, and they were willing to sacrifice their lives in order to achieve their goals.

The youth movement was successful in winning a number of important victories for its members. These victories included the right to refuse to serve in the armed forces, the right to refuse to be conscripted, and the right to participate in the political process.

The youth movement was also successful in winning a number of important victories for its members. These victories included the right to refuse to serve in the armed forces, the right to refuse to be conscripted, and the right to participate in the political process.

The youth movement was able to achieve these victories because it was able to bring young people together and to speak with a united voice. It was also able to use the power of the purse to win its battles, as when it was able to win a wage increase for its members.

The youth movement was able to achieve these victories because it was able to bring young people together and to speak with a united voice. It was also able to use the power of the purse to win its battles, as when it was able to win a wage increase for its members.

In this way, the youth movement was able to bring about a real change in the lives of young people. It was able to help them to win the right to a fair share of the wealth they helped to create, and it was able to help them to gain control over their own lives.

... the more a thing of Mr. Macmillan, the stronger and more unified it is, the more it is a threat to the Prime Minister and the more it goes against the grain of Liberalism...